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LA/M:NAC."81XA MIZ:MO71WR L:/DFWI75D00? 1 The heavens declare the
glory of God; and the
firmament sheweth his
handywork.

HA/$.FMA81YIM M:75SAP.:RI71YM K.:BO75WD-)"92L
W.95/MA(:A&"71H 11YFDF81Y/W MAG.I71YD HF/RFQI75Y(A00?

2 Day unto day uttereth
speech, and night unto night
sheweth knowledge.

YO74WM 13L:/YOWM YAB.I74Y(A75 )O92MER W:/LA71Y:LFH
11L.:/LA81Y:LFH Y:XAW.EH-D.F75(AT00?

3 There is no speech nor
language, where their voice
is not heard.

)"75YN-13)OMER W:/)"74YN D.:BFRI92YM 11B.:LI81Y NI$:MF71(
QOWL/F75M00?

4 Their line is gone out
through all the earth, and
their words to the end of the
world. In them hath he set a
tabernacle for the sun,

B.:/KFL-HF/)F63REC05 YF82CF70) QAW./F81M W./BI/Q:C"74H
13T"B"L MIL."Y/HE92M? 11LA/$.E81ME$ &F75M-)O71HEL
B./FHE75M00?

5 Which is as a bridegroom
coming out of his chamber,
and rejoiceth as a strong
man to run a race.

W:/H81W.) 13K.:/XFTFN YOC"74) M"/XUP.FT/O92W YF&I71Y&
11K.:/GIB.O81WR LF/R71W.C )O75RAX00?

6 His going forth is from the
end of the heaven, and his
circuit unto the ends of it:
and there is nothing hid
from the heat thereof.

MI/Q:C"70H HA/$.FMA63YIM05 MO75WCF)/O81W
W./T:QW.PFT/O71W (AL-Q:COWT/F92M? W:/)"71YN
11NIS:T.F81R M"75/XAM.FT/OW00?]1

7 The law of the LORD is
perfect, converting the soul:
the testimony of the LORD
is sure, making wise the
simple.

T.O82WRA70T Y:HWF74H 13T.:MIYMFH M:$I74YBAT NF92PE$?
("D71W.T Y:HWF71H 11NE):EMFNF81H MAX:K.I71YMAT
P.E75TIY00?

8 The statutes of the LORD
are right, rejoicing the heart:
the commandment of the
LORD is pure, enlightening
the eyes.

P.IQ.82W.D"70Y Y:HWF74H 13Y:$FRIYM M:&AM.:X"Y-L"92B?
MIC:WA71T Y:HWF71H 11B.FRF81H M:)IYRA71T
("YNF75YIM00?

9 The fear of the LORD is
clean, enduring for ever: the
judgments of the LORD are
true and righteous
altogether.

YIR:)A70T Y:HWF63H05 +:HOWRFH02 (OWME93DET
LF60/(A71D? MI75$:P.:+"Y-Y:HWF71H ):EME92T CF75D:Q71W.
YAX:D.F75W00?

10 More to be desired are
they than gold, yea, than
much fine gold: sweeter
also than honey and the
honeycomb.

HA75/N.EX:EMFDI81YM 13MI/Z.FHFB W./MI/P.A74Z RF92B?
W./M:TW.QI71YM 11MI/D.:BA81$ W:/NO74PET CW.PI75YM00?

11 Moreover by them is thy
servant warned: and in
keeping of them there is
great reward.

G.A75M-13(AB:D./:KF NIZ:HF74R B./FHE92M 11B.:/$FM:R/F81M
("74QEB RF75B00?

12 Who can understand his
errors? cleanse thou me
from secret faults.

$:GIY)O71WT MI75Y-YFBI92YN MI75/N.IS:T.FRO71WT
NAQ./"75NIY00?

13 Keep back thy servant
also from presumptuous
sins; let them not have
dominion over me: then
shall I be upright, and I
shall be innocent from the
great transgression.

G.A70M MI/Z."DI63YM05 X:A&O64K: (AB:D./E81KF
)A75L-YIM:$:LW.-B/I74Y? )F74Z )"YTF92M 11W:/NIQ."81YTIY
MI/P.E71$A75( RF75B00?

14 Let the words of my
mouth, and the meditation
of my heart, be acceptable
in thy sight, O LORD, my
strength, and my redeemer.

YI75H:Y71W. L:/RFCO63WN05 )IM:R"Y-P/I83Y W:/HEG:YO74WN
LIB./I74Y L:/PFNE92Y/KF 11Y:HWF81H CW.R/I71Y?
W:/GO):AL/I75Y00?
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